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IS YOUR PRACTICE
A SAFE PLACE FOR
CLIENTS TO TALK
ABOUT KINK?

LEARN THE BASICS OF KINK IN ORDER TO PROVIDE
INCLUSIVE TREATMENT.
IN THIS TRAINING WE WILL COVER:
Build familiarity with
important terms
related to kink
sexuality and
relationships

Debunking myths
related to kink
sexual behavior and
lifestyle

Understand
therapeutic
considerations when
treating clients in the
kink community

Provide helpful
resources to support
kink positive care

KINK TERMS

• Kink is an umbrella term for BDSM, kinky sex,
dominance/submission, erotic role play,
fantasy, and fetish
• Across various sources — from official
academic dictionaries to informal jokes, and
from vernacular vocabularies to sexevangelism blogs— definitions of “kink” differ
wildly. The lengthy, conflicting list of
definitions is like a veil hiding the true
meaning and perplexing those who want to
make sense of the subject

Non-traditional
Sexual preferences

sexually
provocative
behavior

sexual perversion

One can single out a single basic thing that
all these definitions have in common…
At the very least, a kink is something that
ignites sexual desire!
openness to
sexual
experiments

something
opposite to vanilla
sex

participation in or
taste for
uncommon
sexual conduct

sexual practices that
most people
consider to be wild,
unusual or extreme

KINK TERMS
BDSM - B/D (Bondage and Discipline), D/S (Dominance and
submission), and S/M (Sadism and Masochism).
•Acronym and umbrella term that was first used in the 80s/90s on
the internet then adopted more widely in the 2000’s.
•BDSM can be used as a catch-all phrase covering a wide range
of activities, forms of interpersonal relationships, and distinct
subcultures. BDSM communities generally welcome anyone with a
non-normative streak who identifies with the community; this may
include cross-dressers, body modification enthusiasts, animal role
players, rubber fetishists, and others.

KINK TERMS: BDSM
• B/D (Bondage/Discipline) - Bondage means restraining someone, often in a helpless
position (Rope, handcuffs, etc.)
• Discipline is training a person to behave in a certain way. (Spanking, verbal orders,
etc)
• Discipline is demonstrating and training an individual in a submissive role. Whipping,
spanking, verbal orders, etc for the purpose of training a submissive.
• These terms tend to go together because Dominants tend to do both to their
submissive.
• D/S (Domination & Submission) - Dominates take a dominate role (Top). They control
the bottom, submissive, or slave.
• Submissive (Bottom) is an individual whom consents to giving up control.
• Submitting is the act of giving to the will and desire of another, usually within
negotiated limits.

KINK TERMS: BDSM
• S/M (Sadism & Masochism or Sadomasochism) The terms were created by Richard
von Krafft-Ebing in 1886 and were used in psychoanalytic literature to describe
sexual pathologies. When kinky folks reclaimed the word in the 1970’s, SM was then
the most popular term for kink activities until BDSM gained more use in the 2000’s
•

Sadomasochism- is the enjoyment of giving or receiving pain or discomfort

•

Sadist- Derives pleasure from inflicting pain, intense sensations, and discomfort on
someone else. The pain can be physical (such as spanking), emotional and
psychological (such as an interrogation scene), or both

•

Masochist- is someone who enjoys receiving pain or intense sensations, being
made uncomfortable, or being “forced” to do something they don’t want to do. It is
important to note that sadists and masochists experience these desires and
pleasures in the context of consensual BDSM scenes. The submissive calls the shots.

KINK TERMS
• Play- Common term used to describe practicing BDSM, such as “I want to play in a
scene with my partner” or as an adjective “My play partner spanked me really well at
the play party.”
• Scene- It is used to describe a scenario where two or more people come together to
do BDSM. You can do a scene anywhere, but often they happen in a play space or
dungeon. They can be private or public (like a club).
• Play space or dungeon- An area where folks can engage in BDSM. They often have
various types of equipment such as the St. Andrew’s Cross (a large X, usually made of
wood, with places to attach wrist and ankle cuffs) other stations can include a
bondage bed, a spanking bench, sling, a medical exam table, and cages.
• Fetish- The word was originally a psychological term to denote a certain object that
one needed in order to experience sexual pleasure and orgasm. The term has evolved
since into a short-handed way to describe their favorite kinks, such as foot fetish. Some
people use it as a descriptor saying “I belong to the fetish scene” meaning they possibly
enjoy dressing up in latex, leather, and PVC, and attend fetish parties and balls, but
they don’t necessarily belong to the BDSM or leather scene.

KINK IN RELATIONSHIPS
• Kink desires and needs can be very strong. If a person can't get those needs met in a long-term
relationship, the person probably won't be very happy. Just like non-sexual needs, sexual needs
can be critical to identity
• If working with a couple where one is kinky and the other is unsure if they are (or has never tried it),
encourage partners to be open-minded and to see if trying it works for them. It has been found
that the longer folks wait to test out their kinks, fetishes, and various sexual curiosities with partners,
the more difficult it can become to try together.
• If a partner is interested in something that the other is absolutely disgusted by, or offended by, and
the response still might be, Not for me, ever communication, compared to secrecy or repression, is
an obvious factor to the success of any relationship, especially when it comes to sex.
• It is important to note that even outside of a BDSM relationship power roles often exist within
relationships.

COMMON MYTHS ABOUT
KINK

COMMON MYTHS ABOUT KINK

Myth #1:
People seek out Kink because they are dissatisfied with their sex lives

Improves communication and increases intimacy
Requires open active clear communication
Requires trust (being tied up or blindfolded)
Dom/Sub bond creates more loyalty
2013 Journal Sexual Medicine BDSM individuals scored
better on some mental health indicators (less neurotic, more
open, more aware of and sensitive to rejection, more secure
in relationships and better overall well-being)
o Reduces stress and anxiety
o
o
o
o
o

o Dom/Sub bond creates more loyalty
o 2013 Journal Sexual Medicine BDSM
individuals scored better on some
mental health indicators (less
neurotic, more open, more aware of
and sensitive to rejection, more
secure in relationships and better
overall well-being)
o Reduces stress and anxiety

Myth #2

Enjoying Pain is Pathological
o People have different pain tolerances and its possible that BDSMers are wired
to handle more pain.
o Different meaning may be assigned to the pain so that BDSMers perceive the
pain as pleasurable and sexual and therefore enjoy it
o BDSMers are more open to different possibilities of what pleasure feels like

o During kink play, people can enter trance states which alters the way they experience pain
o Scientists at the University of Illinois took saliva samples from 58 people before BDSM play,
measuring cortisol. After a BDSM session, the researchers took new saliva samples, and
found decreased cortisol levels, showing that BDSM reduced players’ emotional stress. The
researchers concluded that far from being abusive, BDSM made participants feel more
comfortable and “increased intimacy.”

MYTH #3
KINKY PEOPLE WERE ABUSED AS CHILDREN AND ARE
ACTING OUT ABUSE WHICH PERPETUATES THEIR
TRAUMA

• Engaging in BDSM is called “play”. Before any play they
discuss roles and scenes
• Not all people who engage are interested in the
meaning of their play
• Some people are using play to work through past
trauma, sexual or otherwise
• Can play the role of the dominant or submissive. Both
can give the person the feeling of control over what
happened to them

o Dutch study of 900 people in the BDSM community
concluded: “BDSM practitioners are not
psychologically maladapted, but rather characterized
by psychological strength and autonomy. Our data do
not support the persistent assumption that BDSM is
associated with inadequate developmental
attachment processes because of a history of trauma
or for other reasons. BDSM should be considered a
form of recreation rather than the expression of
psychopathological processes.”
o Australian researchers surveyed over 19,000
individuals and found that those that identify as
BDSM were no more likely than general population to
be victims of trauma, sexual or otherwise

MYTH #4
BDSM IS
VIOLENT AND
ABUSIVE

• BDSM activities such as bondage,
slapping, degradation, if taken out of
erotic context may resemble violent
acts, but they are not at all
• They are consensual activities between
adults who get pleasure out of them
and
• Participants have the power to stop the
activities at any time.

MYTH #5

BOTTOMS, SUBMISSIVES, AND MASOCHISTS HAVE
LOW SELF-ESTEEM OR INTIMACY ISSUES
• Bottoms like to have things done to them. Masochists enjoy intense
sensations, including what other people may interpret as pain or discomfort.
Submissives want to submit to a partner on their terms.
• These roles embody the ability to dictate what they want done and how to
stop it immediately. This gives them power in scenes.
• Though often stereotyped as timid and passive, subs generally like the
freedom that comes with someone else being in charge. It allows them not
to make decisions or think about what happens next.
• It gives the person the ability to act without shame or guilt, offers the chance
to focus on their partner’s needs or wants over their own, and be the center
of attention.

MYTH #6
TOPS, DOMINATES, AND SADISTS ARE
SOCIOPATHS WHO HAVE INTIMACY ISSUES

• Tops are doers. Dominates enjoy being in charge and be
the boss. Sadists like to inflict pain and discomfort.
• Nothing is wrong with these desires. The roles share the
theme that they like to take charge and guide the
scene/encounter.
• It is important to remember the context of a scene:
sadists inflict pain on folks who enjoy the experience.

MYTH #7
KINKY DESIRES ARE NOT NORMAL
Kink is a broad spectrum of desires. We
should not put moral judgement on
people who like certain kinds of sex. We
do not judge “vanilla sex” like doggystyle. If it turns them on, it’s happening
with consenting adults, no laws or lives
are being broken, then it is not
problematic.

“

“A GROWING BODY OF LITERATURE, HOWEVER, DESCRIBES THOSE WHO ENGAGE IN BDSM ACTIVITIES AS

SOCIALLY WELL-ADJUSTED INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE NO MORE LIKELY TO HAVE PSYCHOLOGICAL DISTRESS THAN
THE GENERAL POPULATION. THIS STUDY USED AN ONLINE SURVEY DISTRIBUTED VIA BDSM COMMUNITY
WEBSITES AND WORD-OF-MOUTH TO MEASURE RELATIONSHIP SATISFACTION AMONG BDSM PRACTITIONERS
WHO WERE IN COMMITTED RELATIONSHIPS. THE REVISED DYADIC ADJUSTMENT SCALE (RDAS) WAS
ADMINISTERED, AS WELL AS A NUMBER OF DEMOGRAPHIC AND BDSM PARTICIPATION QUESTIONS ABOUT BOTH
THE PARTICIPANTS AND THEIR PARTNERS. FINDINGS INDICATED PARTICIPANTS DID NOT SCORE ABOVE THE
CLINICALLY DISTRESSED CRITERION CUT-OFF ON THE RDAS. ADDITIONALLY, DATA ANALYSIS COMPARED GENDER
AND BDSM ROLES ON RDAS SCORES. THIS YIELDED NO STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT RESULTS. THESE RESULTS
WERE CONSIDERED IN THE CONTEXT OF THE FEMINIST CRITIQUE OF BDSM AND FAMILY SYSTEMS THEORY.”

-Hannah M.E. Rogak & Jennifer Jo Connor (2018) Practice of consensual BDSM and relationship satisfaction, Sexual and Relationship Therapy, 33:4,
454-469, DOI: 10.1080/14681994.2017.1419560

”

KINK
CULTURE
AND
BOUNDARIES

Consent:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Highly valued in the community
Culture of consent
Ongoing communication
Self-knowledge
Shared ethic and sense of responsibility
Safety

KINK CULTURE AND BOUNDARIES

Negotiation
Nothing is assumed, consent is
key.
Specific acts are negotiated
between partners.
Levels of consent (both really
into it, one really into it, the
other not so much but willing
to do it to please the other)

Safe Word
KINK
CULTURE
AND
BOUNDARIES

• Stop signal that the sub can
say to stop the play.
• Usually not stop, no or don’t
because that’s part of the
play.
• Can be “red light”.

KINK CULTURE AND BOUNDARIES
Contract
A document to
demonstrate the
couple’s obligations to
each other.

Foundation for trusting
that subs boundaries
and Doms needs will be
met.

BDSM couples consider
it to be like a marriage
commitment.

Sometimes is used with
24/7 Total Power
Exchange relationships
since the play is always
ongoing.

Aftercare
Coming back to reality, out of
trance state, grounding and
re-establishing normal roles.

KINK CULTURE
AND
BOUNDARIES

Sub “drop” feeling depressed
after drop of adrenaline and
endorphins after play.
Communicate ahead of time
what is needed/expected in
aftercare. (refer to list)

Countertransference
2013 BDSM was removed from DSM, not so long ago was seen as
pathology.
What are your beliefs about kink? What stereotypes, projections
are you bringing into the room?
Notice your level of comfort about talking about vanilla sex vs
kinky sex. Many therapists don’t have a background in sexuality
and are not prepared to treat people of different orientations or
proclivities.
What are your personal beliefs about sex, pain, dominance,
submission and every other kink? Can you be neutral about a kink
person’s relationships and sex even when they aren’t the reason
they are coming in?

KINK IN
THERAPY

KINK IN THERAPY

SUPERVISION

It is important to get feedback from someone
who is experienced in this population in order
keep your issues in check.

You may not be aware of how you may
negatively impact a client with the
interventions you use.

KINK IN THERAPY
CONTINUING EDUCATION
Important to read, take classes and consult with others about
working with kinky people. It is not their job to educate you
about the kink culture or terminology.
You can learn how they in particular practice if it is relevant, but
if you are not informed that creates a burden for the client to
have to educate you with their population.

KINK IN THERAPY
RESPECT LIVED EXPERIENCES
• Don’t create a problem unless one is identified. If your client wishes that her master
would be rougher with her, the problem isn’t the sex, it is in the relationship,
communication.
• It’s not our place to tell someone in the Kink community about themselves.
• Kink is considered a sexual minority and it is important to recognize your privilege
and how it allows you to be free with your sexuality while they don’t have the same
freedom.

USEFUL KINK RESOURCES
www.kinkguidelines.com - Ethical guidelines for providing competent care to members of
the kink community. Published Dec 2019
www.ncsfreedom.org- The NCSF is committed to creating a political, legal and social
environment in the US that advances equal rights for consenting adults who engage in
alternative sexual and relationship expressions.
www.aasect.org- American Association of Sexuality Educators, Counselors, and Therapists.
Can look up therapists through therapist search
www.adventuresinsexuality.org- AIS is the Central Ohio Based, Social and Educational Fun
Group! We are here to bring support, excitement, interest, and a forum for those who have
their interests in both open and honest relationships / polyamory and Kink / B.D.S.M.
Furthermore, this is a group for those who express themselves in whatever "Kink" or
manifestation they desire

